Migration to VIPRE Endpoint Security
Cloud Edition

The advanced protection you trust—now in the
cloud for modern, mobile businesses.
Like its server-based counterpart, VIPRE Endpoint Security - Cloud Edition delivers the
highest-rated malware protection at the best value in the industry. But VIPRE Cloud
extends that protection with added advantages—including simplified administration
and the industry’s first and only user interface designed for mobile access.
If you’re currently using VIPRE Antivirus Business, Business Premium or Endpoint
Security - Server Edition, upgrading to the cloud is a strategic move for today’s
modern, on-the-go demands—and our Endpoint Migrator Tool makes it fast and easy.

LEARN More about
VIPRE Cloud
If you want more details, check
out this expanded video to see the
advantages of working with VIPRE
Cloud.

WATCH a migration
in action
See a migration to VIPRE Cloud in
less than one minute!

VIPRE Endpoint Migrator streamlines the move

READ the migration guide

VIPRE Endpoint Migrator is a utility designed to assist you in moving resources—such
as policies and exclusions—from one VIPRE site to another. In other words, if you’re
looking to quickly and easily move from server-based VIPRE to VIPRE Cloud Edition,
or even to split or combine VIPRE sites, this is the perfect tool.

We offer extensive documentation on
migrations and implementations of
all sizes.

Launch the tool and follow the prompts

Connect VIPRE Endpoint Migrator to one of your existing sites, and the
tool will display that site’s available resource sets. Simply select the set of
resources you want migrated, and then replicate those resources (in the
case of policies and other content). Run the Migrator tool as many times as
needed—and you can migrate all resources, or just a few at a time.

LEVERAGE our Endpoint
Migrator Tool
This step-by-step wizard guides
existing Endpoint Security customers
through the upgrade process. You’ll
be up and running in just a few
minutes!

Migrator does the heavy lifting

In the typical VIPRE paradigm, endpoint agents and policies/exclusions
are tightly bound—so Endpoint Migrator knows to replicate all policies and
exclusions you select on the target site. If a policy isn’t selected, it will not
be migrated.

Everything ends up in the right place

Leading the Industry
VIPRE receives top ratings from the industry’s
leading independent testing authorities.

TOP
RATED
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Migrator works behind the scenes to ensure that each migrated agent
ends up with the appropriate policy and exclusions. For example: VIPRE
Cloud treats exclusions as a separate top-level resource class that is then
associated with one or more policies. If you’re migrating from VIPRE
Server, Migrator will analyze the set of exclusions in all policies to be
migrated and then create multiple exclusion sets based on how they
intersect across VIPRE Server policies. (Of course, it’s always good to
revisit the policies and exclusions in the target site and see if you can
simplify their organization.)
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Three reasons to migrate today
When current VIPRE Server customers upgrade to the cloud, they score several significant benefits:

A more modern way to get the highest-rated protection

Forward-thinking businesses are moving many critical business applications to the cloud, in part because cloud
platforms ensure the most modern functionality and interfaces, with little to no footprint to manage. By migrating
to VIPRE Cloud, you can similarly future-proof your IT security investment, while still enjoying VIPRE’s highly rated,
award-winning malware protection.

The industry’s only mobile interface for immediate, on-the-go response

Unlike competitive solutions, VIPRE Cloud is architected for mobile first. That means our highly intuitive interface is
specifically tailored for access by smartphones and portable devices. Just imagine: No annoying popup windows or
scrolling slowdowns that obstruct the data you need. VIPRE Cloud is easy to navigate from anywhere, at any time,
against every threat—so you can act fast, when it matters most.

Easier than ever to deploy, use, and manage

One of the primary reasons for moving to a cloud-based offering is the promise of simplified administration.
Migrating to VIPRE Cloud eliminates server management, streamlines the implementation process, and puts
immediate threat response at your fingertips no matter where you are—so you’re always protected and productive.

For more information, visit www.VIPRE.com/cloud
call +1-855-885-5566 or send email to sales@VIPRE.com.

